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Dear Co-chairs Day and Edridge and committee members,

My name is Claire Lobdell. I’m a resident of Northampton, MA which in 2019 banned the municipal use of face surveillance technology (a.k.a. facial recognition software). I’m also a librarian and a member of the Library Freedom Project, a digital privacy and anti-surveillance education and advocacy organization.

I urge you to draft legislation that would ban the use of facial surveillance technology by government entities in Massachusetts. Facial surveillance technologies have been shown to misidentify black and brown people and gender non-conforming people more often than white, gender-conforming folks (1, 2), which has led police to mistakenly arrest and imprison innocent black men (3). Ruha Benjamin explains in her book Race After Technology that the algorithms that power artificial intelligence systems like face surveillance software encode the biases of their creators—the same biases as society at large. She calls face surveillance and related technologies “the new Jim Code” because they perpetuate the systems of surveillance and control that whites in this country have exerted over black and brown people through slavery, the Jim Crow era, the War on Drugs, and into the present (4).

Face surveillance companies including Clearview AI (5)—which has been used extensively by law enforcement agencies—and Ever AI (6) among others, have used extremely devious, unethical, and sometimes illegal methods to compile their databases. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts should not endorse these practices by contracting with such companies.

Finally, I ask you to consider that surveillance technologies and the vast databases they create can and are used in ways that outstrip the imaginations and intentions of their creators. The same database of images that is used to locate a criminal can be used by a police officer to stalk an intimate partner. When that database is hacked by an outside entity, it can do untold damage to peoples' lives. We are safer if these technologies are not deployed in the first place.

Thank you for your time and work on this issue.

Claire Lobdell
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